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Research Spotlight  
Fudan Health Forum Focus on Cervical Cancer  

More than 670 new cases of cervical cancer were reported in Shanghai last year with the 

disease killing 256 women, health officials told a recent forum hosted by Fudan University. 

Comparative figures were not given. More than 130,000 Chinese women are diagnosed with 

cervical cancer annually and over 30,000 die, delegates at the forum were told. Once again, 

comparative figures were not provided. 

“The key is to identify pre-cancer changes early and give proper intervention,” said Dr Sui 

Long from the Obstetrics and Gynecology Hospital of Fudan University. “Regular screening 

is extremely important for the detection of pre-cancer changes, especially during the peak 

period for women developing cervical cancer between 30 and 65 years old.” 

Sui said a clinical trial for a cervical cancer vaccination is now in it‟s fourth year in 

China.  The vaccine was approved for market use in 2006 in the United States, and later other 

countries, however, the trial only included white and black women. The Chinese clinical trial 

was designed to determine whether the vaccine is effective for Asian women. 

 

 (Source from Shanghai Daily)   

 

Campus News 
Fudan IIS Scholar Attends Symposium Held in Zhongnanhai by 

Invitation 

On May 16th, State Council Vice Premier Liu Yandong held the China-US People-to People 

Exchange Symposium in Zhongnanhai, and Professor Wu Xinbo, Director of Fudan Center 

for American Studies and Executive-Vice Dean of Fudan Institute of International Studies 

(IIS), attended the symposium by invitation. 

In June, Vice Premier Liu Yandong went to the U.S. to co-host the 6th Meeting of China-US 

High Level Consultation on People-to-People Exchange with John Kerry, United States 

Secretary of State. In order to better promote the development of China-US People-to-People 

Exchange, Vice Premier Liu held this symposium and invited specialists and scholars from 



related universities, institutions and governmental departments for their advice. Deputy 

Secretary of the State Council Jiang Xiaojuan, Minister of Education Yuan Guireng and Vice 

Minister Hao Ping also attended the symposium. 

In the symposium, Professor Wu Xinbo proposed his idea on how to prepare for the 6th 

Meeting of China-US High Level People-to-People Exchange and shared Fudan‟s efforts in 

this respect during the latest years. 

 

 (Source from Fudan Homepage)   

 
China ABC 
A Brief Introduction to Traditional Chinese Musical Instrument 

 In the ancient times, Chinese people believed that the music could purify people's minds. 

More than 3,000 years ago, ancient China had some 70 types of musical instruments. The 

royal family and aristocrats had their own orchestra. For them, music was also a way to 

display their power, position and taste distinguished from common people. However, as 

music was never limited to the upper social class, the musical trend gradually turned from 

solemnity to entertaining. Huge and complex instruments like the bronze chimes gave way to 

more lively and easy-play wind and reed instruments. The Tang Dynasty, one of the strongest 

and most prosperous empires in Chinese history, was a golden age for musical development. 

Many of the Tang emperors were musicians or composers themselves. With frequent cultural 

exchanges with other cultures, a large number of exotic instruments were introduced, altered 

and finally adopted into the family of Chinese traditional instruments. Chinese traditional 

musical instruments can be mainly classified into three categories, string, wind and 

percussion. Here is a brief introduce to typical Chinese musical instruments, including Qin, 

Xiao, and Pipa. 

Qin 

Qin is also known as the Seven-stringed Guqin. The body is a long and narrow wooden sound 

box. Usually, it is 130 centimeters long, 20 centimeters wide and 5 centimeters high. The 

surface is generally made of paulownia wood or China fir, and has seven strings stretched 

along it. On the edges are 13 inlaid jade markers. Catalpa wood is used for the base, and there 

are two holes, one big and one small, which are named the „phoenix pool' and „dragon pond', 

to emit the sound. The fingering skills are known as recital, rubbing, plucking, concentration, 

floating notes and harmonious notes. The instrument is rich in tone color with airy and 

floating notes, which can be called the sound of harmony. The most unique part of the Qin 



probably lies in its performance etiquette. Before giving a performance, players should take a 

shower and burn incense in the room. They are to keep their minds peaceful and concentrated 

to ward off evil spirits. 

 

Xiao 

The melody of vertically-played bamboo flute or Xiao in Chinese, reminds people of a lonely 

moon highly hanging in the sky of a frosty autumn night. The sound made of it is the sound 

of nature. Its structure is quite simple, very much like the flute, but only longer. It is usually 

made of bamboo. The top is sealed by bamboo. There is a mouth on the top and five sound 

holes on the frontal side and one hole at the back. Besides, there are other holes that are 

designed to adjust the tunes, smooth the tones, and raise the volume. Xiao sounds soft and 

graceful.  

 

Pipa 

Pipa has four-stringed lute with 30 frets and pear-shaped body. The musician holds the 

instrument upright and play with five small plectrums attached to each finger of the right 

hand. The history of Pipa dates back at least 2,000 years. This instrument has extremely wide 

dynamic range and is remarkably rich and expressive. 

  



The original Pipa comes to us from the second century BC. Poetry and drawings depict an 

instrument held horizontally and named for the forward (pi) and backwards (pa) plucking of 

the strands. The Pipa has a long history with the Chinese people. Compositions were passed 

from master to student over hundreds of years. While many of these compositions have been 

lost over time, several still exist to delight listeners today. As the Chinese people rediscover 

their history, so too has there been a reemergence in interest in classical instruments such as 

the pipa. Some contemporary performers have even started to also integrate the music with 

western sounds to create a new generation of Pipa music. 

 

 
Recommended Events  
16 Jul. Tur.     Topic: Music and Instruments of Jiang Nan 

    14:00            Speaker: Shi Yin, Director of Shanghai Musical Instrument Musuem  

Venue: Center of Activity, Shanghai Museum 

             Booking Link:  http://www.shanghaimuseum.net/education/show/show-

content?activityId=624 
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